Elevated levels of retinal neurofilament mRNA accompany optic nerve regeneration.
RNA isolated from goldfish retinas before and during optic nerve regeneration, when translated in vitro, directed the synthesis of neurofilament proteins that are normally found in high levels in the optic nerve. The major neurofilament proteins of the goldfish optic nerve comprise a group of four isoelectric variants of molecular weight 58,000 (58K) which we have identified previously as ON1-ON4. The levels of ON1 and ON2 within the optic nerve had been shown to decrease shortly after optic nerve crush and then increase to precrush levels during the regeneration process. Employing two-dimensional electrophoretic analysis of in vitro translation products and immunoprecipitations with antibodies specific for the ON proteins and an anti-intermediate filament monoclonal antibody, we show that ON1 and ON2 are encoded by mRNA synthesized in the retinas. The synthesis of ON3 and ON4 by retina RNA was undetected. This confirms data from previous ex vivo experiments that indicated that ON1 and ON2 are of neuronal origin whereas ON3 and ON4 are nonneuronal. ON1 and ON2 synthesis increases dramatically during optic nerve regeneration to levels 10- and 30-fold over precrush levels, respectively. In addition to ON1 and ON2, the synthesis of a previously unidentified 52K protein is observed at relatively high levels 20 and 32 days after optic nerve crush, but is unobserved before regeneration. Thus, optic nerve regeneration can be correlated with specific changes in intermediate filament gene expression within the retina.